mosaic catalog

Datasheet

Data Journey
Intelligent cognitive data discovery creates your data
fabric, helping you consume heterogeneous data
assets with AI-led knowledge graph, and generates
confidence by leveraging the Data Trustability Index
under a single pane.
#DataFabric #CognitiveCatalog #DataAsAService
#DataGovernance #DataDiscovery #DataCatalog #DataMart
#DataCollaboration #DataJourney #SelfServeData
#DataConsumption #FederatedData #IntelligentDataCatalog

mosaic catalog
Empowering data-driven organizations to go beyond
data cataloging
Today, data is diverse and distributed across many different departments, applications, data lakes,
and data warehouses (on-premises/cloud). That makes it challenging to know precisely what data
you have and where it is stored. With Big Data, it gets even more complex.
A typical breakaway enterprise understands that the ﬁrst step to becoming a data-driven
organization is knowing and managing your data assets. For an accelerated and efﬁcient
data-to-insights lifecycle, enterprises must bring all data-savvy users closer to the data.
The data journey starts from discovery and goes beyond data cataloging, where gaining trust in
data, generating insights from it, and consuming it with a single click is far more critical than ever.
We designed LTI Mosaic Catalog for future-ready, data-driven enterprises. It takes traditional
cataloging to a new level. It starts from cognitive data discovery for each deﬁned persona to the
consumption of the right trustable data asset in just a few clicks. It continuously runs state-of-art
analytics over existing data assets. The solution learns from the data by auto-discovering entities,
knowledge nuggets, and relationships across all the platforms where the data assets reside. LTI
Mosaic Catalog is based on data fabric architecture it enables faster data discovery empowering
users with right data at right time. It weaves your data and makes it easy for sharing, analyses data
and conducts analytics on it.

Bridging Data Discovery to Consumption Intelligently
Cognitive Data Discovery
Intelligent
multi-faceted data
discovery across a
variety of data assets

Intelligent Cataloging

Personalized view of the data

Leverages ML for delivering smart
cataloging features, such as
auto-tagging, auto-categorization,
auto relations, and
recommendations

A personalized experience for
on-demand consumption of
trusted data (structured,
semi-structured, and
unstructured)

One-click Integration

Data-as-API

Provides quick access to
in-demand tools in the
market (Analytics &
Reporting) and helps user
in easy data consumption

Derive data at ease using data
APIs plugged directly into
downstream systems, all in a
single click

Data Governance

Configurable Data KPIs

Provide proper access to your trusted
data to the right people with a
few-click, built-in approval ﬂow

Drive conﬁdence and data
insights with the help of the Data
Trust-ability Index (DTI), bolstering
decision support

Hybrid Cloud-Ready
Catalog metadata from
different cloud sources to
provide a single, uniﬁed view to
the user community

Multi-Asset Catalog
Catalog not just datasets but also
stored procedures, functions, data APIs,
BI reports, documents, models, and
much more under a single platform

mosaic catalog
Product Features
Cognitive Discovery | Data Trustworthiness | Autonomous Data Propagation | Collaboration |
Data Governance | Self-Service

Next-Generation Cataloging for Heterogeneous Assets
More than 50+ connectors catalog the metadata of structured, semi-structured,
and unstructured data assets under a single pane of view for faster discovery.

Data

Listing of Metadata from 50+ sources including RDBMS,
NoSQL, FTP/ SFTP, AWS, GCP, Azure, AI/ML Models etc.

Reports

Storing of BI reports and visualizations from reporting tools and
enabled with quick ‘Open With’ option

Document

Classiﬁcation of documents, including XML, JSON, PDFs, and DOCS

APIs

Registry of all internally-created Data APIs

ML/AI Models

Registry of all enterprise-wide ML/AI models

In-Depth Business
Insights

Visibility into assets cataloged hierarchically, providing insights into the
business domain

Cognitive Data Discovery
AI-driven, multi-faceted search engine for data discovery across the enterprise.

Facets and Semantic
Search Across All Assets

Powerful facets and contextual search available across assets for faster
discovery

Explore Data, Profile,
and Sample Records

Detailed study of the metadata using sample data and complete data
proﬁling with various qualitative and quantitative parameters

Pin and Create Favorite Ability to pin frequently-used assets for quick reference and create a
List of Discovered Assets favorite list of assets
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Data Trustworthiness
Boost conﬁdence in the data at use by evaluating data across various parameters.

Out-of-the-Box KPIs

Calculate the Data Trust Index with the help of in-built metrics for
uniqueness, timeliness, accuracy, completeness, and validity of data

Column-Level Health
Checks

Auto maintenance of newly added assets at source to keep the catalog
up-to-date and in sync with the source.

Auto Sync

Explore each column with out-of-the-box KPIs to select the right data
asset for evaluation

Autonomous Data Decisions
Automatically showcase delta in the data and propagate changes to downstream
systems.

Metadata Versioning

Identify the recurring changes between a single dataset, capture them
as a version, and manage changes to push to downstream systems
automatically with detailed traceability

ML-Based Auto

Establish categories automatically on the newly onboarded datasets
without manual intervention, and generate data links with available
datasets in the ecosystem leveraging intelligent data crawlers

Categorization

Auto Data Profiling

Generate and understand various data health KPIs to gain trust in
sample/complete data at use and make better-informed decisions

Column-Level Health
Checks

Explore each column with the out-of-the-box KPIs to select the right
data asset for evaluation

Auto Entity Discovery

Evaluate data and identify hidden entities to create a knowledge graph

Knowledge Snippets

Provide recommendations and knowledge nuggets to the data user
using a state-of-the-art suggestion engine
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Product Architecture

Metadata Management
Data Dictionary Deﬁnition | Description | Documentation | Category & Sub-category

Data Governance
SSO/AD/LDAP | User Management | PII | Expert | Notiﬁcation

Infrastructure / Deployment

Downstream / Actionable Systems

Collaboration
Data Asset Sharing Workﬂow | Discussion | Feedback | Rating

FEDERATED QUERY | DATA AS API

Publish
Auto Publish | Auto Sync | Bulk Metadata Pull

Self-Service Consumption

BIGDATA, FILESYSTEM, BI REPORTING)

Data Connectors

CONNECTOR FRAMEWORK (RDBMS, NOSQL, CLOUD,

Upstream / Source Systems

Discovery
Facets/Semantic Search | Explore | Auto Tagging | Auto Recommendation | Auto Relation
Sampling | Proﬁling | Pinned | Favourite

On-Cloud / On Premise

Deployment Options
Flexibly deploy on cloud or on-premises

On-premise
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Shape the Fabric of Your Data Journey

Request a Demo

LTI (NSE: LTI) is a global technology consulting and digital solutions Company helping more than 460 clients succeed in a
converging world. With operations in 33 countries, we go the extra mile for our clients and accelerate their digital
transformation with LTI’s Mosaic platform enabling their mobile, social, analytics, IoT and cloud journeys. Founded in 1997 as
a subsidiary of Larsen & Toubro Limited, our unique heritage gives us unrivalled real-world expertise to solve the most
complex challenges of enterprises across all industries. Each day, our team of more than 40,000 LTItes enable our clients to
improve the effectiveness of their business and technology operations and deliver value to their customers, employees and
shareholders. Find more at http://www.Lntinfotech.com or follow us at @LTI_Global.

info@Lntinfotech.com

